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  Carbon Cloth For Maya 
 

        Getting Started 
 
 

Carbon Cloth for Maya is a collection of Maya nodes that enable Carbon             
Cloth simulation in Maya. 

Installation 
The Carbon Cloth for Maya plug-in is available for Windows and Linux. 

Windows 
To install the plug-in, simply run the 
NumerionCarbon_Maya[maya_version]_v[plugin_version].exe. 

Linux 
To install the plugin, simply extract the 
NumerionCarbon_Maya[maya_version]_v[plugin_version].tar.gz 
and run the install.sh script. 

License 
Windows and Linux Carbon licenses are different and not interchangeable. 
Houdini Carbon licenses can be used for Carbon Cloth in Maya and you can use them interchangeably                 
at will. Maya Carbon Cloth licenses cannot be used with Carbon for Houdini. 

Windows 
Run the LicenseActivator.exe on the Windows machine on which you want to install Carbon Cloth by                
double clicking its icon. 
 
Then follow the instructions here: 
https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LAC/Activating+your+license+using+License+Activator 
When the LicenseActivator process has completed, it will download a license.lic file into the same               
directory as the LicenseActivator.exe was run from. 
 
Finally, copy the license.lic file into the "numerion" folder that has been created in "My Documents"                
during the installation process, also accessible as shortcut as: 
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\numerion\ 
Alternatively, if the license is to be stored at a different location, please use the 
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NUMERION_SOFTWARE_LICENSE_PATH environment variable to point to that location. 
 
The correct license file needs to be used, meaning you cannot install a license file that has been                  
activated for another machine. 

Linux 
Run the license tool on the Linux machine on which you want to install the Carbon Cloth plug-in using                   
the following command: 
 
  ./lmxendutil -hostid 

 
For network licenses, please make sure to do this as the same user that will start the server. 
 
Write down the ETHERNET, HOSTNAME, and USERNAME HostIDs strings exactly as they are given.              
(Note: If a machine has several network interfaces, you only need to write down the ETHERNET HostIDs                 
given for eth0.) 
Then activate and download the license file using the matching HostIDs for each one of the activations                 
using the license link provided on a separate email that will look like this: 
https://enduser-license.x-formation.com/ABCDE-FGHIK-LMNOP-QRSTU 
 
Once downloaded, copy the license file previously downloaded into the numerion folder inside your              
home folder. Alternatively, if the license is to be stored at a different location, please use the                 
NUMERION_SOFTWARE_LICENSE_PATH environment variable to point to that location. 
 
The correct license file needs to be used, meaning you cannot install a license file that has been                  
activated for another machine. 

Uninstallation 
To uninstall the plugin: 

1. Remove the Carbon.mod file from the maya/modules/[maya_version] folder in: 
● Windows: %USERPROFILE%\Documents\maya\[maya_version]\modules 
● Linux: /home/user_name/maya/[maya_version]/modules 

2. Also, delete the folder that the Carbon.mod file was pointing to. When running the default               
installer, this is: 

● Windows: 
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\numerion\Maya[maya_version]/Plugin_v[plugin_version] 

● Linux: /home/user_name/numerion\Maya[maya_version]/Plugin_v[plugin_version] 

Loading the Plugin 
After starting Maya, the Carbon Shelf should be visible. Creating a node via the Carbon shelf icons will                  
load the Carbon Plugin, as will loading a Carbon scene from file. 
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Carbon Shelf 

 
 
Once the plugin is loaded, the Carbon menu will also appear. 

 

Troubleshooting the Installation 
This section explains causes and solutions to the most common installation issues. 

Is the Plugin Installed / Loaded? 
Open the Plug-in Manager (Windows->Settings/Preferences->Plug-in Manager) and search for Carbon.          
The result should show something like this: 

 
If “Loaded” is not checked, the plugin is not loaded. Simply check “Loaded” to remedy this. 
 
If there is no result, this means that there is an issue with the Carbon.mod file. 
The Carbon.mod module file contains basic information about the Carbon plugin and where to find all                
assets/files. 
An example of a Carbon.mod file would be: 
 
+ MAYAVERSION:2018 PLATFORM:win64 Carbon 1.0.0 

C:\Users\username\Documents\numerion\Maya2018\Plugin_v1.0.0  

MAYA_SHELF_PATH += C:\Users\username\Documents\numerion\Maya2018\Plugin_v1.0.0\shelves 
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+ MAYAVERSION:2019 PLATFORM:win64 Carbon 1.0.0 

C:\Users\username\Documents\numerion\Maya2019\Plugin_v1.0.0  

MAYA_SHELF_PATH += C:\Users\username\Documents\numerion\Maya2019\Plugin_v1.0.0\shelves 

 
Please double-check if the paths in the Carbon.mod file point to the correct installation locations. 
The default locations are: 

● Windows: 
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\numerion\Maya[maya_version]/Plugin_v[plugin_version] 

● Linux: /home/user_name/numerion\Maya[maya_version]/Plugin_v[plugin_version] 
 
If it does, it is likely that the Carbon.mod file was not found by Maya. 
The default location for the Carbon.mod module file is: 

● Windows: %USERPROFILE%\Documents\maya\[maya_version]\modules 
● Linux: /home/user_name/maya/[maya_version]/modules 

 
These are the default locations where Maya looks for any module files. Some systems / users change                 
these locations and, therefore, the Carbon.mod file cannot be found by the application. 
There are 2 ways to solve this: 

1. Move the Carbon.mod file to the modules folder in the new location specified by the system /                 
user. 

2. Add the file path pointing to the Carbon.mod to the MAYA_MODULES_PATH, which can be set               
either in the Maya.env file or as system environment variable. More information on this: 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/maya/learn-explore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2018/EN
U/Maya-EnvVar/files/GUID-228CCA33-4AFE-4380-8C3D-18D23F7EAC72-htm.html 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/maya/learn-explore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2018/EN
U/Maya-EnvVar/files/GUID-8EFB1AC1-ED7D-4099-9EEE-624097872C04-htm.html 

 

Which Plugin Version Is Installed? 
The About section of the Carbon Simulation node shows the version information. 
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Is the Carbon License Installed? 
 
First, make sure that the .lic license file is installed in the correct folder. Please read the License section                   
towards the beginning of this document. The Carbon Simulation node displays licensing information             
about all licensed features: 

 
 
If there is no license, additional messages are displayed in the Script Editor: 
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Clicking on the bottom right icon brings up the Script Editor for more information: 

 
 

Why Can I Not See the Carbon Menu? 
The Carbon menu should appear once the plugin is loaded. Please refer to the sections above for                 
instructions on how to load the Carbon plugin. 

How Do I Open the Documentation? 
The documentation can be opened through the Carbon menu or by double-clicking any icon on the                
Carbon shelf. 
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If this does not work, there must have been an error during the installation. Please refer to the sections                   
above for instructions on how to install and load the Carbon plugin. 
If users prefer to store the documentation at a location different from the Carbon installation location,                
please use the NUMERIONCARBONFORMAYA[maya_version]_PATH environment variable to point to         
the new location, e.g. NUMERIONCARBONFORMAYA2018_PATH. 

Carbon Nodes 
There are 6 different categories of Carbon nodes: 

● Carbon Simulation: Carbon Simulation is the only Carbon solver node since the simulation is              
unified for all the types of Carbon nodes. 

● Carbon Effect: Affects all objects in the simulation - e.g. “Flow”. 
● Carbon Object: Objects that interact with each other. 
● Carbon Constraint: Constraints between objects - e.g. “Binding” 
● Carbon Filter: Removes collision between objects. 
● Carbon Utils: Not part of any Carbon Simulation, but utility/helper nodes. 

 
 

 

Carbon Simulation The Carbon Simulation node manages and solves constraints        
between dynamic objects. The Carbon Simulation node also        
synchronizes the dynamic update of the different kinematic objects. 
There is no limit as to how many Carbon Simulation objects can be             
in one scene. This means that several simulations can happen in           
parallel, or in chained setups, where the output of one simulation is            
used as input for another simulation. 

 

Carbon Flow Various effects such as wind and turbulence can be achieved          
through the use of this node. 

 

Carbon Collider A Collider is a kinematic object, animated or not, that can be used             
in the simulation as an immovable object of infinite mass. 

 

Carbon Cloth Cloth object. 

 

Carbon Morph The Morph is a hybrid between a Collider and a Cloth. It uses a              
goal skin that must be painted using the goalSkinStrength attribute          
name to decide which part is kinematic (static or animated) or           
dynamic (simulated). 

 

Carbon Binding A Binding is a collection of attachments between an Object A and            
an Object B where: 

● Object A can be a Carbon Collider, Carbon Morph, or          
Carbon Cloth node. 

● Object B must be a Carbon Cloth node. 
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Carbon Stitching A Stitching is a collection of attachments between an Object A and            
an Object B where: 

● Object A and Object B must be a Carbon Cloth. 
● Object A and Object B can be the same object. 

 

Carbon Filter The two objects of each pair defined by the Carbon Filter will not             
collide with each other during the simulation. 

 

Carbon UVs To Points Extracts a mesh, made of flat panels in xy coordinates, from a 3D             
mesh that has uv coordinates 

 

Creating Simulations 
Before creating any simulations with Carbon, please ensure that the following Maya settings have been               
adjusted: 

● Activate ToolClips: This checkbox can be found under 
Windows->Settings/Preferences->Preferences->Interface->Help->Display ToolClips 

● Activate Selection Order Tracking: This checkbox can be found under 
Windows->Settings/Preferences->Preferences->Settings->Selection->Track selection order 

 
All icons in the Carbon shelf are equipped with Tool Clips, for example, Carbon Cloth shows: 

 
 
All objects and most constraints can be created from an empty selection as well. 

First Steps 
Please refer to the Avatar Cloth tutorial, which can be found in the “Carbon Cloth For Maya”                 
documentation under Tutorials->Cloth->Avatar Cloth, for a beginner’s introduction to Carbon. 
 
Furthermore, we are working on an ever-growing number of video tutorials that cover topics ranging from                
first steps with Carbon to advanced simulation techniques: 
http://numerion-software.com/index.php/s/video-tutorials/carbon-for-maya 
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Simulation Information 
It is recommended to keep Debug Messages active on the Carbon Simulation node:            

 
 

Clicking on the Script Editor button on the bottom right of the Maya window , brings up the                 
Script Editor, which will display Simulation information, such as: 
 
Simulation content information: 
Carbon Simulation carbonSimulationShape1: Initializing at Frame #1, 0 

effect nodes, 1 object nodes, 0 constraint nodes, 0 filter nodes. 

 

Simulation speed information: 
Carbon Simulation carbonSimulationShape1: Updated Frame #2, Update 

0.00214401s, ( Scene 8.02765e-05s, Collide 0.000384154s, Solve 0.00149483s, 

Dynamics 0.000184379s ) 

Physics Draw 
Every Carbon effect, object, and constraint has the option to visualize what we call “Physics Draw”. 
Physics Draw is a visualization of certain aspects of what the physics solver sees. These visualizations                
are to help visualize the simulation objects - for example the thickness (fatness) of the cloth and to inform                   
about potential issues in the setup. 
 
For example, the “Collision Surface” Physics Draw, which is available for all Carbon object nodes. It                
shows the actual collision surface, i.e. the full thickness (surface geometry extruded by the Outer               
Fatness). This is very useful in two main aspects: First, it makes it easy to detect errors in the setup,                    
such as accidentally setting the Outer Fatness 10 or 100 times as big as it should be. Secondly, seeing a                    
fat render geometry is very important to actually get a feel for the material behavior, especially for                 
Carbon Cloth. 
 
Physics Draw can be turned off per node by either choosing the “None” option, or by hiding the Carbon                   
node, which is done by selecting the node and pressing “H”. 
Furthermore, Physics Draw can be disabled for all nodes in a Carbon Simulation by hiding the Carbon                 
Simulation node.  
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Note: Visualization improves scene quality and performance increases significantly, when hiding the            
Maya geometry (by selecting each one and pressing "H" to hide it). The downside of this is that selection                   
in the viewport will not work until an object is made visible, by pressing “H” again. 

Simulation Caching 
Carbon Simulations contain an internal simulation cache, which allows for timeline scrubbing of             
simulated scenes, without the need for any additional setup. Changes in input parameters/attributes will              
trigger a simulation reset, which clears the cache automatically. If required, the cache can be reset                
manually by clicking the “Reset Simulation” button on the Carbon Simulation node. 
 
Note: Changing the reference or animation geometry of Carbon objects requires a manual cache reset               
for the changes to come into effect. 

Timeline Scrubbing and Jumping 
Timeline scrubbing is fully supported in Carbon. If the Carbon Simulation already contains a valid scene                
cache, timeline scrubbing and jumping yields instantaneous results. 
If the Carbon Simulation cache is invalid, the solver will automatically simulate up to the desired frame. 
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Simulation Interrupt 
Simulations can be interrupted either manually or automatically. 

Escape Key 
In order to manually interrupt a simulation, press and hold the Esc key to reliably, safely and quickly                  
interrupt simulations. 

Panic Time 
This Carbon Simulation parameter sets the valid simulation substep time threshold in seconds. If a               
substep takes longer to simulate, then the simulation is interrupted. It allows to recover the session in                 
case of heavy geometry corruption as an alternative to pressing the escape key. Use 0 to disable. 

Simulation Chaining 
It is possible to chain 2 or more Carbon Simulations to create very intricate setups where, for example,                  
the output of a simulated Carbon Cloth from simulation A is used as the animation input of a Carbon                   
Collider in a different simulation B. 
 
This can be used to layer and simplify your simulation setup and execution. 
 
An example for his can be found in the “Carbon Cloth For Maya” documentation under Examples. 

Scripting API 
There is an ever-growing Carbon scripting API, designed to enable technically skilled artists to use               
Carbon from within their scripts. 
All scripts intended for artists' usage can be found in the carbonPublicAPI.mel and carbonPublicAPI.py              
files, which are located in the scripts folder in the Carbon install directory. 
 
The default location for carbonPublicAPI.mel and carbonPublicAPI.py is: 

● Windows: 
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\numerion\Maya[maya_version]/Plugin_v[plugin_version]\
scripts 

● Linux: /home/user_name/numerion\Maya[maya_version]/Plugin_v[plugin_version]/scripts 
 
Please refer to the documentation “Scripting API” section for more information and the complete API. 
We also provide simple examples of how to script a simulation in the documentation Examples section. 

Good To Know 
● Quads or Triangles: Carbon is agnostic to whether an input mesh is made from quads or                

triangles. The important part is that the tessellation is suitable for the material that it should                
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represent, meaning that, if you are aiming for fine creases, then you need a matching resolution.                
While a stiff object with no creases can be much lower resolution and in fact will benefit from that                   
in terms of simulation performance. 

● Disable the Simulation when keyframing: To avoid unnecessary calculations, disable the           
simulation when keyframing attributes that would cause a simulation reset. The Carbon            
Simulation node has a button to disable and enable it quickly.  

● Add Objects to Simulation only when needed: It is very useful to remove objects from the                
simulation by changing their Simulation in the Attribute Editor to "None". This avoids unnecessary              
calculations when editing / setting up other objects in the simulation, and therefore allows faster               
iteration. Once each node is set up properly, add all objects back in to see how they interact and                   
tweak from there. 

● Carbon is a highly parallelized CPU-only solver: Leaving the GPU free to be used for               
rendering, etc. and guaranteeing deterministic (repeatable) behavior, which will not be the case             
for solutions that mix CPU and GPU. 

● Maya 2019 Cached Playback: In Maya 2019, there is a Maya cache and when this is enabled it                  
will automatically run the Carbon simulation and there is no way to stop it, without turning it off.                  
This works fine as long as your simulation settings are stable. But it is recommended that you                 
turn off the Cached Playback while you are setting up and testing your simulation. This is easily                 
done by clicking the Cached Playback button, on the bottom right of the Maya window. It should                 
look like this image below, when it is disabled. 
 

 

Getting Support 
There is a support forum for Carbon here: https://numerion-software.com/index.php/forum 
Check it out, to ask questions and for hints & tips. 

More Information 
For more information, please refer to the full documentation in your installation folder. 
The documentation can also be opened through the Carbon menu or by double-clicking any icon on the                 
Carbon shelf. If users prefer to store the documentation at a location different from the Carbon                
installation location, please use the NUMERIONCARBONFORMAYA[maya_version]_PATH environment       
variable to point to the new location, e.g. NUMERIONCARBONFORMAYA2018_PATH. 
 
Additionally, there are a variety of learning videos, which can be found here: 
http://numerion-software.com/index.php/s/video-tutorials/carbon-for-maya 
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